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fingers crossed, i'll update this article as soon as i get it sorted. maybe it's not a "mouse driver
issue". maybe it's a "windows 10 update issue". maybe it's the h510 or the keyboard. whatever it is,
i'll keep you posted. i recently purchased a logitech g502 mouse with the motion and laser sensor. it
worked like a charm for the first two weeks. then, it began to have a few intermittent "stops" where
i'd have to move the mouse before it would operate again. i'd send it to repair, and then it'd be back

in my hands in a week or two. i've had a total of 4 of these mice, and the problem is constant. i
called logitech and they said the mouse is still in warranty. i have to send it back for repair. then i
remembered the logitech h510 mouse that i had. it worked perfectly for me for months! i love the
feel of it, and i was finally able to use a mouse that was more ergonomic and not as large as my
g502. i ordered a couple of these mice, and they've performed perfectly. i have a total of four of
them now, and there's not a single issue with them. on both of the g502 and h510 mice, i had to

purchase their "gold" buttons. gold buttons are always more expensive, and you never know if they
will work with a mouse. the gold buttons look great, and are smoother to use than the silver buttons.

they have worked flawlessly for me. i tested out the logitech h510 mouse first. the logitech h510
mouse is a very compact mouse. it has a medium-sized, ergonomic design that fits easily into your
hand. it has a rubberized coating on the underside that gives it a comfortable grip. logitech h510

also has a lot of versatility.
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